HSBC FX Get Done Algorithm
Innovative Access to HSBC’s Unique Network of FX Liquidity

What the Algorithm aims to achieve
The HSBC FX Get Done Algorithm aims to execute an order aggressively by consuming maximum (including internal) liquidity across HSBC’s unique network of FX Liquidity Pools at prices at
or better than the mandatory Limit Price. To achieve this objective, the Algorithm takes into account current liquidity, order flow, latency and rejection probability across the entire spectrum of
venues where it can potentially operate. It also looks at the price volatility of the overall market, before deciding on the optimal routing of child orders.

Specify the following parameters to meet your execution requirements


Trade parameters:

Instrument (Spot/Forward)



Currency
Pair



Execution
Currency

Algorithm parameters:





Direction

Order Size



Value Date

EURSD BIDS

Start/End Time
By default, the Algorithm starts immediately and expires at date roll time of the selected Pair (typically 5 pm EST).
The client has the option to specify a later Start Time and/or an earlier End Time. In any case, if the order is not
completed by the End Time, a partial fill is returned.

1.12256
1.12254

Limit Price
The Algorithm will consume liquidity at prices no worse than the Limit Price. Due to the aggressive nature of the
Algorithm, the Limit Price cannot be set more than the configured maximum slippage in the money.

1.12252

Trigger Price (optional)
The Algorithm will start taking liquidity as soon as the primary market taker price touches the Trigger Price and the
Execution Style-dependent liquidity condition (see below) is fulfilled.

1.12250

Liquidity Pool

1.12248

Choose which FX Liquidity Pools (market and/or HSBC liquidity) to interact with, balancing the trade-off between
execution cost and information leakage.
Execution Style
Choose between Passive, Neutral and Aggressive Styles according to your level of market volatility risk aversion.
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Three different Execution Styles for different scenarios


Passive


Neutral
Aggressive

Use this Style when you are comfortable taking on market volatility risk and waiting for considerable liquidity to become available at prices at or better than the
Limit Price
The Algorithm will ultimately try to execute in one go, although it will wait for liquidity replenishment before trying again should this not be possible



Use this Style when you are moderately risk-averse with the intention to execute similarly to the market. The Algorithm will wait until it sees liquidity at prices at or
better than the Limit Price comparable to what is usually available at the primary top of book before executing and waiting for liquidity replenishment



Use this Style when you are aiming to take all available liquidity as soon as it appears. The Algorithm will be highly risk-averse and will closely monitor top-ofbook action on all venues before executing proactively

Amendment: during the execution, you are able to amend the Order Size, End Time, Limit Price, Liquidity Pool or Execution Style should your requirements change.

Execution risk
The execution risk associated with the use of this Algorithm resides with the client, not HSBC. When using a Get Done Algorithm instead of immediate execution via Risk Transfer, the price of
the transaction is only known after the execution. The market might move considerably during the execution, which may or may not result in a disadvantageous outcome for the client. Due to
uncertainty of legged executions for illiquid currency pairs, there may be market conditions in which HSBC is not able to guarantee the Limit Price on child fills. Executi on will ultimately always
be liquidity-dependent, eg if the market becomes distressed, the Algorithm may fail to complete the order before the End Time. HSBC may be active in the market with its own orders at the
same time as client orders. Although HSBC and client orders are treated independently, they may interact in the market and compete for the same liquidity.
Please contact us for further information: fxalgo@hsbc.com
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Disclaimer
This document is issued by HSBC Bank plc and has been produced by a member of the Sales and Trading Department of HSBC Bank
Plc and/ or its affiliates, collectively known as (“HSBC”) and not by HSBC’s Research Department. and does not constitute investment
advice. Investors must make their own determination & investment decisions. HSBC has based this document on information
obtained from sources it believes to be reliable but which have not been independently verified. Any charts and graphs included are
from publicly available sources or proprietary data. Except in the case of fraudulent misrepresentation, no liability is accepted
whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from the use of this document. HSBC is under no obligation to keep
current the information in this document. You are solely responsible for making your own independent appraisal of and investigations
into the products, investments and transactions referred to in this document and you should not rely on any information in this
document as constituting investment advice. Neither HSBC nor any of its affiliates are responsible for providing you with legal, tax or
other specialist advice and you should make your own arrangements in respect of this accordingly. The issuance of and details
contained in this document, which is not for public circulation, does not constitute an offer or solicitation for, or advice that you
should enter into, the purchase or sale of any security, commodity or other investment product or investment agreement, or any other
contract, agreement or structure whatsoever. This document is intended for the use of clients categorised as Professional Clients or
Eligible Counterparties under the rules of the FCA, and is not intended for Retail Clients. This document is intended to be distributed
in its entirety. Reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, or disclosure of any of its contents, without prior consent of HSBC
or any associate, is prohibited. Unless governing law permits otherwise, you must contact a HSBC Group member in your home
jurisdiction if you wish to use HSBC Group services in effecting a transaction in any investment mentioned in this document.
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